Autumn Newsletter
Queen Elizabeth Hospital School Room-Education through Engagement
The start of this academic year in the school room introduced a range
of covid regulations on the ward. We are now required to wear a face
mask, goggles or a visor, plastic aprons as well as plastic gloves;
making us look like plastic aliens. Trying to get young people who are
not well to look pass the alien suit and engage using only our eyes and
voices has been challenging.
As in all schools covid has impacted what we teach and how we teach.
Patients in primary schools are eager for artistic outlets as the creative
side of the curriculum has taken a back seat in schools in order to
reduce the academic backlog.
Older students seen this term seemed burnt out or highly anxious and have been difficult to engage.
Strategies that worked very successfully prior to covid have had less success this term. These young
people have had real difficulty motivating themselves. They either avoided work completely or had a long
list of subjects they wanted to tackle but struggled to motivate themselves to attempt any.
Biggest Challenge-Motivation
The following students are snapshots of how the school room has to be creative in its approach to ensure
students are engaged while meeting the varied needs of our students. It’s a challenge finding the balance
between activities being fun while ensuring the young people are learning.

Student 1 is a 16 year old autistic student with complex medical, sensory and academic needs. She was
not accessing the curriculum being sent by the school and was in fact very resistant to attempting any
work set by the school. Her oft repeated phrase was, “It’s too hard.”
The dilemma was whether the work was too difficult or whether she was trying to avoid school work. As
she lacked a range of vocabulary to develop her response we got stuck with work being “hard” but being
unable to break down where the difficulty lay and the steps the school room could take to aid her
academically. This pattern was evident in her medical care as well.
We had to find another way to engage her academically. We noticed she had no understanding of time
frames or references because she could not tell the time using a clock face and 20 minutes and 3 hours
were equally “long”.
The student is a talented artist and would diligently work at a piece of art and be able to deconstruct what
she needed to do and layer her work to achieve the artistic effect she wanted to create.
We decided this was the way in, so began doing time work with her while she did art. Familiarising her
with the clock face, timing as well as getting her to tell the time and identify how long treatments would
take. We suggested she design a piece of art work and create herself a clock face that she would use to
track time in her room.
We were initially unable to complete her clock, unfortunately she will be returning as a long term patient.
We will hopefully be able to continue the work we started and develop a more comprehensive academic
plan for her.

Student 2 is a 4 year old student with complex medical, physical, sensory and academic needs. He was not
able to access a traditional academic curriculum. He has limited vocabulary and dad spoke only Arabic.
But what a ray of sunshine. “Good morning. How are you?” was the way he entered the school room. He
was such fun but a real educational challenge. His motor skills were very limited; he struggled to hold a
pen or paint brush and he couldn’t sit up on his own which meant he was always on dad’s lap but he
asked to attend the school room daily.
Through Lego we built on his knowledge of colours and animals through repetition. We listened to
nursery rhymes and used play effectively to engage him. To encourage him to work independently we cut
foam shapes, used foam brushes and created objects he could hold to be creative with and he loved it.
He would scream as he dabbed paint across the paper, splashing everywhere, while trying to charm us
with a smile and a friendly “horse” to let us know it was Lego time. Google translate was used to
communicate with dad and helped us engage with dad to navigate this student’s learning.
Reflection: These students’ limited communication
skills meant they struggled to express their academic
and medical needs and this led to frustration and
sometimes anger.
We realised this was true for a number of students we
work with. After the whole school, using cartoons to
facilitate communication, training we approached
James (SALT) to help the school room and the Safari
ward play specialist figure out how to use cartooning
to better support our students.

Modern Foreign Languages in the school room
Laurence is a great addition and gives us the opportunity to extend what the school room offers. We ran a
languages week to highlight this new addition to the school room and actively look to engage students in
speaking or practicing a different language. Students are really eager to show off their language skills and GCSE
students have especially grasped the opportunity to have a specialist working with them. We also became
language student ourselves and have been taught to say hello in Czech (dobrý den), Romanian (bună ziua),
Turkish (merhaba) and Polish (witam).
Students
learnt to count in French and Spanish as well as completing some simple mathematical equations.

The art project for the week was painting flags onto pebbles. Students were
encouraged to talk about European countries they knew about and countries
that were part of their heritage. Since then visitors to the school room are
encouraged to select a rock and paint the flag of a country that is personal
to them. The rocks themselves are quite special because they are from the
river Gave de Pau in the south west of France. Laurence and her family walked
the river collecting them so we could create these beautiful art pieces.
Can you guess the country of these two flags?

Email your response to
lcaillouet@newhaven.greenwich.sch.uk
and win a chocolate to be handed over at
the first staff meeting of the spring term.

Education through Engagement.
Our overarching theme this term was occasions and it gave us the opportunity to explore the core subjects
from a different perspective as well as embrace a range of cultural opportunities like: Black history month,
Bonfire Night, Remembrance Day, St Andrew’s Day, Diwali and Christmas. We used these occasions to enrich
our students and broaden their cultural knowledge.

During Scottish week we learned interesting facts about
Scotland. Did you know:
* Scotland’s national animal is a unicorn?
* The Scots invented golf with St Andrews considered as
the ‘home of golf’?
It has been played there since the 15th century.
We designed our own family tartan pattern and read
the story of the Lochness Monster for story time.
For Bonfire night we looked at the history of Guy Fawkes and read the classic poem Remember, Remember
the 5th of November. For Diwali we looked at a Hindi story and a young Hindi student spent one afternoon
educating us on various Hindu traditions and how Diwali is prepared for in their household. Students used
coloured rice to create the traditional Rangoli that Hindu families create to celebrate.
Both Bonfire night and Diwali involve fireworks and the young people had great fun creating their own
firework explosions during our art session. This activity was specifically developed because it provided our
student with limited mobility the opportunity to work independently because the stencils were chunky but
light and he could hold onto them without help.

In Partnership
One of our key aims this academic year was to ensure that the school room continue to build links between the different
children’s wards and staff as well as strengthen the links within our ward.

One of the first events we got involved in this year was the Roald
Dahl activity week. Roald Dahl’s Marvellous Children’s Charity
provides specialist nurses and support to over 21,000 seriously ill
children across the UK with complex, lifelong illnesses. The charity
focuses on conditions that don’t get as much funding as others
including Sickle Cell Disease, Rare Diseases, Neuro-muscular
conditions and Epilepsy.
These are the Queen Elizabeth Roald Dahl nurses.
The school room along with the foundation ran a week of activities linked to the books and characters from
the books. A Roald Dahl hamper was part of the events which culminated in a joint activities day between
the school room, the Roald Dahl foundation nurses and the playroom.

Other News
Wards like the dementia and the other children's wards engage
more actively with the school room in sharing resources and
ideas.
We have become part of the ward tour for new nurses and
doctors and they are encouraged to come in and talk about the
role we play in patient well-being.
We are involved in the planning for the return of a patient who
may be on the ward long term.

Our school room
Christmas tree has
had a bauble
contribution from
all the kids and
working members
of the ward and it
has been lovely to
see people
showing their
contribution.

What an unprecedented year 2020 has been!! May 2021 bring us all
happiness, new goals, new achievements and a lot of new inspirations.
A safe, peaceful and happy festive season to the Newhaven family.

